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Chapter 1 : Lisa Nichols (Author of No Matter What!)
Order the Book and Receive Lisa's Prosperity Pack TODAY via Instant Download: GIFT #1: Abundance Now Newsletter
â€”Stay inspired, informed and empowered as Lisa Nichols brings you tools, tips and strategies for creating an abundant
life NOW.

What happens when someone makes you angry and you have to forgive them? How do you stay connected to
your community when your success takes you other places? How do you unleash yourself from a mindset that
says you can only achieve so much because you grew up in a poor family, a certain town, or ethnic group?
Learn about key topics in leadership, finance, sales, management, marketing and productivity. Clarity around
what financial indicators you should be managing Developing yourself as a strong leader Learning to manage
things and lead people Get more done in less time Comprehensive Sales Strategy understanding what to
measureUnderstanding Drip Campaigns and marketing strategies Building Trust and Rapport in 60 Seconds!
The keys to building client trust to turn prospects into sales and one-time customers into lifetime customers.
Recognize how to use an enrollment process that creates relevancy with every client and every audience Learn
techniques to have them laughing and crying in 60 minutes Design your signature opening and powerful close
Identify strategies to get people mentally and physically in the room Greatest Lesson learned from doing it
WRONG Pitch Your Niche â€” Marketing Strategy Discover what makes your business unique and how to
turn that into your advantage! Defining your market, who needs YOU Marketing to your target audience
effectively Selling to your market Mastering Multiple Revenue Streams Most millionaires have more than one
way to earn money. Learn how to master multiple revenue streams! How to create mail box money and get
paid while you are doing other activities Learn to leverage your brand for profits Multiply income streams and
maximize your personal income Turning Passion into Profit Live out your purpose, and make money while
doing it! Discover your biggest dreams and desires for yourself Create ways to turn your dreams into revenue
Make and achieve actionable goals for practical results Commit yourself to changing your life and making
your passion your profit! Mastering Story Telling Every great leader and speaker has to master the art of
storytelling. Incorporate this skill into effective teaching. Create memorable lessonsLearn "show me" stories
vs. Learn practical ways to keep your business successful, regardless of the economy or other outside factors
Implement cutting-edge branding, marketing, sales, outsourcing, customer service, and referral systems
Discover unique ways to best serve your clients, from business development to delivery of goods and services
Growing to Fit Into Leadership Boots Tune up your leadership skills or empower your team for better results.
Step up from an intermediate level program manager to a senior managerial role Acquire the skills,
competency and attitude needed to lead project management teams in complex and dynamic environments
Gain practical tips for how to achieve your career goals Take on leadership roles with the confidence that
guarantees success Employee Empowerment Are you tired of being a "peon" and ready to climb the
management ladder? Learn how to stand out from the crowd and move to the next level of career success.
Leadership is not for the faint of heart but takes dedication and determination to move from success to making
a significant impact on your tribe! She and Maya Angelou move us to be better, do better, love better and
share more than ever before. I love her, her messages and the impact she has on every audience that she
addresses. I encourage you to have her talk at you next meeting, you will thank me in you prayers for my wise
recommendation. Her workshops produce immediate breakthroughs. I highly recommend any educator or
mental health professional to experience Lisa Nichols. Leave a Star Rating. Your email address will not be
published. This field not required to submit a star rating. By developing and toning her own bounce-back
muscles at critical points in her life, Lisa found the power to become her authentic self and achieve everything
she dared to hope for. In this powerful guide Lisa Nichols introduces her dynamic plan, shares her own
remarkable story, and prescribes specific exercises and action steps to inspire readers to learn from their past
and move toward a courageous future. This candid, touching and inspiring collection of stories proves that the
spirit of sisterhood extends beyond geography, economics, age and time. Experience inspiring moments of
ordinary sisters doing extraordinary things in the world like voting in a time when voting could cost you your
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life to learning the true meaning of self love through the simple gesture of letting your hair down. Allow these
stories â€” exclusively for sisters, from sisters â€” encourage and inspire you as you feed your soul and soothe
your spirit.
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Chapter 2 : Lisa Nichols (@lisa2motivate) â€¢ Instagram photos and videos
Lisa Nichols is one of the world's most-requested motivational speakers, as well as media personality and corporate
CEO whose global platform has reached and served nearly 30 million people.

A pair of senior citizens reported that they thought the remains were a mannequin before discovering it was a
human corpse. The body had been placed at the area recently, as the snow was on the ground and absent on the
body. Tire tracks and footprints indicate she died at a different area and was transported to the location where
she was found. It is presumed that she had died two days before. She had not been an apparent victim of
sexual assault, although foul play may have been involved in her death. This woman was one of the older
victims, as her age range was between 35 and Her eyes were presumed to be brown, although decomposition
made it difficult to accurately determine eye color. She had two distinct scars, including one found on her
abdomen from a Caesarean section , indicating she had at least one child and another found on one of the
index fingers. The man was seen near the area where the body was found and could have been involved with
disposing of her body. The victim herself may have been seen alive in Wheeling, West Virginia as an
employee or customer at a bar. She was subsequently buried after a funeral took place. West Virginia
authorities are skeptical if this woman was a victim of this span of killings. She was a resident of West
Virginia and authorities were not able to come into contact with family members for some time, indicating she
was estranged from them, resulting in her remaining unidentified for nearly a year. Her body was not
identified until June , nine months after she was strangled and left wearing only a sweater. She was identified
through fingerprints. Her remains were identified by a couple from Florida, who had allowed her to stay with
them for a period of time. Nichols may have been murdered after leaving a truck stop along the highway and
may have attempted to hitchhike. Although her murder occurred about three days before, presumably on
December 30, , she was already in an advanced state of decomposition. She was likely between the ages of 17
and 25, although she may have been as old as 30 at the time she was murdered. The Jane Doe had green or
hazel eyes, which could not be positively confirmed as a certain color because of the state of her body. The
young woman also had freckles, various scars and burn marks on her body and was two and a half to five
months pregnant when she was strangled. Fingerprinting was the method of identification. She was 21 at the
time of her death and was last seen in Indianapolis accompanied by a trucker headed to Kentucky. She was
reported missing by her family, yet authorities in Indiana did not enter her into national databases, as there was
no law in the state, like others, which required them to do so. She was believed to have died between and , one
to four years before. Unlike the other victims, she was younger, between 9 and 15, when the others were
estimated to be over She was located by a passerby about yards off Big Wheel Gap Road, four miles
southwest of Jellico in Campbell County, some distance from interstate 75, near a strip mine. Thirty-two
bones, including her skull, were all that were recovered from the scene. Her skull allowed facial
reconstruction. She wore a necklace and bracelet made of plastic buttons from clothing. There were a pair of
boots recovered that were size 5, which may not belong to the victim, and a few scraps of clothing. The tests
showed she was likely born in Florida or central Texas, later relocating to the Midwest, Rocky Mountain
states, the Southwest or the Pacific Coast. She was believed to have died three to five months before, due to an
unknown cause. However, her case is possibly linked to the redhead murders because her remains were found
at the side of Interstate 24 between mile markers 29 and By examining her teeth, the victim had some
evidence of crowding and overlapping of her teeth. The case was a local sensation in Gray, as the town was a
"quiet" and "sleepy" place where little out of the ordinary usually happened. Her eyes were light brown and
her hair was red and nearly a foot long, which fit the pattern of the redhead killer. After her autopsy, she was
determined to be between 24 and 35 years old and approximately 4 feet 9 to 4 feet 11 inches tall. Several
missing persons have been eliminated as possible matches for the victim. She had been approximately six to
eight weeks pregnant shortly before she died, but had miscarried recently. She had also painted her fingernails
pink. Because she had light brown to blond hair with red highlights, it is possible that her case could be related
to the Redhead murders. Authorities hoped in late April that they would identify her body through fingerprints
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but were unsuccessful, as she remains unidentified today. In , not long after the Greene County victim was
found, the states of Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Arkansas and Mississippi requested the Federal Bureau of
Investigation for assistance with the cases. There were inconsistencies with some of the victims, as some were
found with or without clothing and some had a sexual encounter before their murders. This suspect was also
dismissed, after being questioned by Tennessee police. The class coined the name "Bible Belt Strangler. They
described the subject as a white male born between and aged between 23 and 49 in who was likely a
commercial trucker frequenting Interstate His work was likely based in or near the city of Knoxville,
Tennessee.
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Chapter 3 : Lisa Nichols | Speaker Agency, Speaking Fee, Videos | blog.quintoapp.com Keynote Speakers
Welcome to the Lisa Nichols YouTube Channel! This channel is designed to be a place where you can come at any
given time to get the step by step tools you ne.

Lisa was also one of the expert teachers featured in The Secret. She is widely respected by many for her
determined and inspiring attitude. Lisa has helped many people discover their talents and unlock their infinite
potential. Who Is Lisa Nichols? Lisa transformed her own life completely, which is why she can share the
knowledge she has with others today. When Lisa was 27 years old, she was a single mom who was struggling
to make ends meet. She said that this was the turning point for her. Fast forward to today, Lisa is the founder
and CEO of Motivating The Masses, which is a personal and business development company that teaches her
unique approach to achieve full potential in all areas of life. Lisa is a bestselling author and has published
seven books. All of these books are based on challenges that a lot of us face with regards to work,
relationships, self-esteem and life goals. Her teachings have caught the attention of many media outlets.
Although there is not a page for Lisa Nichols on Wikipedia, she is referenced as part of the summary of The
Secret book and movie. Nichols has been presented with many awards for her work and her aim is to help
others achieve personal success, and she uses her own experiences to do this. She contributed her wisdom on
how to quickly and effectively achieve abundance and use the Law of Attraction to improve your life. She
talks about how to achieve happiness and explains that when we celebrate our good feelings, we will draw
more good feelings to us, as well as things that make us feel good in our lives. She says that we are the creator
of our own destiny. Lisa says that no one else can make the decisions for us â€” only ourselves. She was
invited to many different talk shows to discuss her work and knowledge further. Motivating The Masses Lisa
Nichols is the founder and CEO of Motivating The Masses, which is a personal and business development
training company with a view of helping people develop into their very best selves. Within the company, Lisa
has created workshops and programs that have helped many individuals and businesses across the world. At
Motivating The Masses, they also offer live events and retreats, coaching and many books by Lisa herself.
Motivating The Masses is a great resource for managers and business owners who want to get the most from
themselves and their teams. Lisa Nichols Programs Lisa has a variety of programs on offer for anyone who
would like to unlock their limitless potential and achieve success in all areas of their life. The programs that
are available can either be for your own personal development or business development. They are all designed
to help others achieve success and positive change in their lives. Customers say that Lisa helped to change
their life for the better, live their dreams and unlock their full potential. Throughout the program, Lisa gives
you 28 daily videos and action steps to take. Each week is dedicated to a different topic. When Lisa speaks
about 28 Days To Results, she explains the program as something that can help you achieve Micro-wins,
which can then lead to Macro-wins. These smaller wins can help to keep you motivated and work towards
bigger goals you have in life. The program is designed to help you change your behaviors so that they become
a habit. This normally takes 21 days to achieve, which is why the program lasts 28 days; to make sure the
habit has developed. Within this powerful program, you are also given an Action Journal, where you can
record your process.
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In this tear-jerkingly powerful speech, Lisa Nichols stirs your soul and inspires you to step into your purpose, shine onto
others, and make living an abundant life non-negotiable.

According to Lisa Nichols bio, she grew up in the rough area of South Central Los Angeles surrounded by
warring gangs. At the young age, she suffered from sex abuse and had difficulty adjusting as a black student in
a white school. She completed her graduation from Dorsey High School in the year At the age of 27 years old,
she had a baby whose father was in jail. She was a broke, single mother struggling to fulfill the basic needs.
Lisa was on government assistance and had just 12 dollars in her bank account. It was so difficult for her that
she could bot affords diapers for her son. Later, things started to change after she got a new job. She started to
save some portion of her income for her paycheck every month for her dream. By profession, Lisa Nichols is
an in-demand motivational speaker, media personality, New York Times bestselling author and the founder
and CEO of a global personal development company. She created a program Motivating Teen Spirit which
inspires teenagers to make positive life choices. She organized speakers to come and deliver the positive
messages illustrating the power we all have over our own lives. At the same time, she began practicing
creative visualization. Later, she was asked to give her presentations and motivational speech. Her new book
called as No Matter What! She has been honored as The Break through Specialist by her peers in the industry.
She is a best-selling author, a popular public speaker, and a powerful coach. The Mayor of Houston, Texas
proclaimed 9th May as her day for her dedication to service, philanthropy, and healing. As per the various
sources of , her net worth is calculated to be more than five million dollars. Lisa Nichols husband and son
Talking about Lisa Nichols husband, she has not mentioned about her life partner openly in the public. She has
kept his identity hidden but she frequently talks about her husband supports towards her work. She says she
has blessed that her husband supports her vision and her dream even though there are a lot of things he does
not understand. At present, the couple is blessed with a son. The profession of Lisa Nichols son Jelami
Nichols is unknown but he has grown up older. The picture of Jelami with his mother is available in various
sites of the internet. Lisa Nichols wiki and website Lisa Nichols wiki and website It is very surprising to know
that Lisa Nichols wiki is not founded in the demanded site Wikipedia. There is very few information found
about her personal life, but most facts about her professional life are found in several sites. She is connected
towards her supporters and admirers via numerous social networking sites. She has around Lisa Nichols
website motivatingthemasses.
Chapter 5 : Lisa Nichols bio, husband, son, wiki and website
Learn about Lisa Nichols: his birthday, what he did before fame, his family life, fun trivia facts, popularity rankings, and
more.

Chapter 6 : Lisa Nichols â€“ The Law Of Attraction Library
Lisa Nichols is the New York Times bestselling author of No Matter What!, and the recurring motivational speaking
coach on The Steve Harvey Show and the Today Show.

Chapter 7 : Lisa Nichols - IMDb
You have no idea how your flying will cause someone else to look up. If they can look up, then they can get up. Then
they will start to understand that if you can fly, then they can fly.

Chapter 8 : Lisa Nichols, Motivational Speaker and Featured Teacher in 'The Secret'
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Almost 20 years ago, Lisa Nichols was a single mother on government assistance with less than $12 in her bank
account. She turned her life around and is known by peers today as "The Breakthrough.

Chapter 9 : Lisa Nichols | Fairway Independent Mortgage Corporation
Twenty years ago, Lisa Nichols had just $12 in her bank account. She was a struggling single mom on public
assistance, and she had finally made itâ€”to rock bottom.
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